Case Study

Powertrak CPQ Speeds Arkos’ Service Quoting Time From Days To Minutes
Overview
Company Arkos Field Services
Industry
Aftermarket Services
HQ Office Houston, Texas
Company Profile
Arkos Field Services is an aftermarket
compression and equipment service
provider responsible for maintaining,
monitoring, and servicing OEM equipment for the oil and gas industry.
Its established relationships with all
major OEMs ensure a rapid response
to requests for parts or service, technical bulletins, and warranty items, and its
expertise ensures equipment operates
reliably and efficiently for maximum production over the life of the project.
Solutions
- Powertrak CPQ (Quoting)
- NetPRM (SaaS Hosting)
- Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Benefits
- Elimination of manual data entry and
look-ups
- Streamlining the quote-to-order
process through automation
- Quoting generation time is down from
days to under three minutes
- Faster quote times result in more
customer engagements
- Staff has become more productive
- Increased revenues
- Go after new business without adding
additional resources

Aftermarket Compression and Equipment Service provider finds Powertrak Configure-Price-Quote and Microsoft Dynamics CRM increases customer engagement
and improves sales and service quoting efficiency by eliminating manual look-ups
and data entry.

Overview

Arkos Field Services, an aftermarket compression and equipment service provider responsible for maintaining, monitoring, and servicing OEM equipment for the oil and gas
industry, recognized inefficiencies in its service quoting process that prevented them from
rapidly engaging in more sales opportunities.
Arkos evaluated Configure-Price-Quote solutions that demonstrate a robust quoting automation for service-driven organizations. The company selected Axonom’s Powertrak
CPQ solution to help speed the quote generation time and improve staff productivity.

Situation

Arkos recognized inefficiencies in its service quoting process that prevented them from
rapidly engaging in more sales opportunities. Sales managers were taking several days
to upwards of a week to gather all of the necessary information to complete a quote.
The process was so cumbersome that it required sales support staff to maintain, update,
and distribute static Microsoft Excel spreadsheets for sales reps to calculate service costs
such as time, travel, labor, parts, and per diems. Sales managers then manually entered
that data into Microsoft Word before a final quote is sent to the customer.
“Successfully completing a job quote
was an excruciating time-consuming
task,” said Eric May, director, PMO at
Arkos. “Our sales managers were required to understand the job, scope it,
contact the OEM about parts and pricing, and calculate service expenditures,
all before finalizing the quote.”
Arkos finally reached a breaking point
and researched ways to improve its
sales and service quoting efficiency by
eliminating manual look-ups and data
entry that resulted in long quoting cycles, quoting inaccuracies, or delayed
deliveries.
Arkos is now calculating service costs and quoting jobs in
under three minutes with Powertrak CPQ.
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“Axonom clearly established themselves as the go-to partner with a flexible and robust quoting solution to solve
our business needs.
Right from the start, Axonom understood our industry, coached our team
on best practices, and had a highly customizable CPQ solution.
Axonom proved to be lower in cost and
offered maintenance-free hardware and
software management by hosting Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Powertrak
at NetPRM, its cloud-based hosting environment.”
-SAVANNAH CRIDDLE, ARKOS
____________________________
“Arkos is executing quotes more efficiently, quickly, and accurately with
Powertrak.
The company is in position to go after
new business faster without adding additional resources.”
-MIKE BELONGIE, AXONOM
____________________________
“Successfully completing a job quote
was an excruciating time-consuming
task.
Our sales managers were required to
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-ERIC MAY, ARKOS
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Solution(s)

Seeking to incorporate quoting automation to speed its quote generation time and improve staff productivity, Arkos evaluated Configure-Price-Quote solutions with robust
quoting automation for service-driven organizations. The company selected Axonom’s
cloud-based Powertrak CPQ to integrate into Microsoft Dynamics CRM.
Powertrak is a robust yet ‘thin’ (no downloads) browser-based solution. It’s certified by
Microsoft Dynamics (CfMD), verifying complete compatibility to the Microsoft Dynamics
CRM platform.
Powertrak CPQ enriches the sales and service quoting experience by simplifying the
complexity, ensuring accuracy, increasing confidence, and speeding the quotation time.
Users are equipped to quickly and confidently create quotes in minutes with 100% accurate calculations.
“Axonom clearly established themselves as the go-to partner with a flexible and robust
quoting solution to solve our business needs,” said Savannah Criddle, sales and marketing coordinator at Arkos. “Right from the start, Axonom understood our industry, coached
our team on best practices, and had a highly customizable CPQ solution. In addition, they
proved to be lower in cost and offered maintenance-free hardware and software management by hosting Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Powertrak at NetPRM, its cloud-based
hosting environment.”
Axonom’s SaaS offering on NetPRM enables businesses to use Powertrak CPQ and
Microsoft Dynamics CRM via the cloud with no responsibility for upgrades and maintenance.

Results

Arkos is now streamlining and automating its quoting processes with Powertrak. Arkos’
sales managers are quickly creating and delivering accurate sales and service quotes
that once took days to now under three minutes.
Not only is the company increasing its sales engagement volume but also revenues
through the quoting automation provided by Powertrak CPQ.
“Arkos is now executing quotes more efficiently, quickly, and accurately with Powertrak,”
said Mike Belongie, COO at Axonom. “The company is in position to go after new business faster without adding additional resources.”

Let’s Get Started

Call us at 888-814-2880 or email sales@axonom.com to set up a personal consultation
and demonstration. We’ll review your current setup and see how Powertrak CPQ for quoting automation will help your sales or service teams, customers and partners acheive a
superior buying and quoting experience.
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About Axonom
Axonom is an independent software vendor that develops, designs,
and markets Powertrak, the innovative B2B revenue management
suite for high-tech, global manufacturing and services organizations.
Powertrak gives each user in every department one sure path to
efficiently sell, service, support and extend the customer experience.
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